We consider edge insertion and deletion operations that increase the connectivity of a given planar straight-line graph (PSLG), while minimizing the total edge length of the output. We show that every connected PSLG G = (V, E) in general position can be augmented to a 2-connected PSLG (V, E ∪ E + ) by adding new edges of total Euclidean length E + ≤ 2 E , and this bound is the best possible. An optimal edge set E + can be computed in O(|V | 4 ) time; however the problem becomes NP-hard when G is disconnected. Further, there is a sequence of edge insertions and deletions that transforms a connected PSLG G = (V, E) into a planar straight-line cycle G = (V, E ) such that E ≤ 2 MST(V ) , and the graph remains connected with edge length below E + MST(V ) at all stages. These bounds are the best possible.
and at most (2n − 2)/3 new edges if G is already connected [23] . At most b − 1 suffice for 2-connectivity, where b is the number of 2-blocks in G [1] . All these bounds are the best possible.
Our results. We show that every connected PSLG G = (V, E) with n vertices in general position can be augmented to a 2-connected PSLG G = (V, E ∪ E + ) by adding new edges of total Euclidean length E + ≤ 2 E (Section 3). A set E + that minimizes E + can be computed in O(|V | 4 ) time (Section 4); however the problem becomes NP-hard when G is disconnected (Section 5). Further, there is a sequence of edge insertions and deletions that transforms a connected PSLG G into a planar straight-line cycle G = (V, E ) such that the graph at all stages remains connected with the sum of Euclidean edge lengths below E + MST(V ) , and, at termination, E ≤ 2 MST(V ) , where MST(V ) denotes the Euclidean minimum spanning tree of V ; these bounds are the best possible (Section 6). Our proof is constructive, and yields a polynomial-time algorithm for computing such sequences.
Related previous work. Biconnectivity augmentation over planar graphs (where no embedding of G is given) is also NP-complete [14] . Over planar graphs with fixed combinatorial embedding, biconnectivity augmentation remains NP-hard for disconnected graphs; but there is a near-linear time algorithm when the input is already connected [10] . Frederickson and Ja'Ja' [9] show that the weighted augmentation of a tree to be 2-connected or 2-edge-connected (without planarity constraint) is NP-complete even if the weights are restricted to {1, 2}. The problem is APX-hard, and breaking the approximation ratio of 2 is a major open problem [15] . In the geometric setting, we show (in Section 4) that the minimum-weight augmentation of a planar straight-line tree to a 2-connected (2-edge-connected) PSLGs can be computed efficiently.
The length of the edges in planar connectivity augmentation was studied only recently in the context of wireless networks. Given a PLSG G = (V, E) where the vertices induce a 2-edgeconnected unit disk graph, Dobrev et al. [6] compute a 2-edge-connected PSLG by adding edges of length at most 2. Kranakis et al. [16] studied the combined problem of adding the minimum number of edges of bounded length: A 2-edge-connected augmentation is possible such that |E + | is at most the number of bridges in G and max e ∈E + e ≤ 3 max e∈E e . However, finding the minimum number of new edges of bounded length is NP-hard.
Preliminaries
Let G = (V, E) be a planar straight-line graph (PSLG), where V is a set of n points in the plane, no three of which are collinear, and E is a set of open line segments between pairs of points in V . The length of an edge uv, denoted uv , is the Euclidean distance between u and v; the total length of the edges is E = e∈E e . Denote by F the set of faces of G. The faces of G are the connected components of the complement of all vertices and edges of G, that is, R 2 \ (V ∪ e∈E e). If G is connected, then every bounded face is simply connected.
A walk is an alternating sequence of points (vertices) and line segments (edges) whose consecutive elements are incident, and hence it is uniquely described by the sequence of its vertices w = (p 0 , . . . , p t ). A walk is closed if p 0 = p t . A walk is called a path if no vertex appears more than once. Every face f ∈ F defines a closed walk (p 0 , . . . , p t ) that contain all edges on the boundary of F , called facial walk, where every edge p i−1 p i is incident to the face f , and consecutive edges in the path, p i−1 p i and p i p i+1 , are also consecutive in the counterclockwise rotation of all edges incident to p i (see Fig. 2(a) ). Note that every edge e ∈ E occurs twice in the facial walks of the faces of G: A cut vertex (resp., bridge) occurs twice in some facial walk.
A walk p = (p 0 , . . . , p t ) is convex if 0 < ∠p i−1 p i p i+1 < π for i = 1, . . . , t − 1 (for closed walks, i = 1, . . . , t), where ∠p i−1 p i p i+1 is the measure of the minimum counterclockwise angle that rotates the ray −−−→ p i p i−1 into −−−→ p i p i+1 . A vertex of G is called convex if 0 < ∠p i−1 p i p i+1 < π for each pair p i−1 p i and p i p i+1 of consecutive edges in the counterclockwise rotation of edges incident to p i ; and reflex otherwise. A convex walk p = (p 0 , . . . , p t ) is safe if not all of its vertices are collinear, and the vertices lie on the boundary of the convex hull of {p 0 , . . . , p t } with the possible exception of the first or last vertex.
Let p = (p 0 , . . . , p t ) be a walk contained in the boundary walk of a face f ∈ F . The shortest walk from p 0 to p t homotopic to p, denoted geod(p), is called the geodesic between p 0 and p t . For a walk p, let γ p : [0, 1] → R 2 be a piecewise linear arc from p 0 to p t that traverses the edges of p in the given order. A homotopy between two walks, p = (p 0 , . . . , p t ) and q = (q 0 , . . . , q t ), is a continuous function h : 1) . Intuitively, the walk p can be continuously deformed into q in the face f . The walks p and q are homotopic if such a homotopy exists. Given a walk p = (p 0 , . . . , p t ) and polygonal environment f ∈F f with n vertices, the geodesic can be computed in O(n log n) time [3] . It is known [7, 11] that all interior vertices of geod(p) are reflex vertices of G; and if p is a convex chain, then so is geod(p) (it may be a straight-line segment). Geodesics play a crucial role in our worst-case bounds, since geod(p) ≤ p by definition, and the edges of geod(p) do not cross any existing edges of G. We show the following. Lemma 1. Let G = (V, E) be a PSLG, and let p = (p 0 , . . . , p t ) be a safe convex walk contained in some facial walk of G. Then geod(p) is a simple path that does not contain any vertices of p except for p 0 and p t at its endpoints.
Proof. Let H be the convex hull of {p 0 , . . . , p t }. By assumption, the vertices of p lie on ∂H with the possible exception of p 0 and p t , which may lie in the interior of H. By construction, geod(p) lies in int(H) with the possible exception of its endpoints p 0 and p t . Hence, geod(p) does not contain any interior vertex of p.
Lemma 2. Let G = (V, E) be a PSLG, and let p = (p 0 , . . . , p t ) be a convex walk contained in some facial walk of G. 
Bounds on the Sum of Edge Lengths
Let G be a PSLG with no three collinear vertices. Denote by P = P(G) the set of maximal convex walks contained in the facial walks of G (note that P can be computed with a graph traversal in O(|E|) time). Partition P into three subsets: P 0 contains the convex walks that consist of a single edge; P 1 contains the closed convex walks (p 0 , . . . , p t ), i.e., p 0 = p t ; and P 2 contains all open convex walks of two or more edges. We define a dual graph D where the nodes correspond to the convex walks in P 1 ∪ P 2 , and two nodes are adjacent if and only if the corresponding convex chains share an edge in E.
Since G has at least three vertices and is connected, we may assume that b is incident to two or more edges. Assume that bc − and bc + are the edges preceding and following ba in the clockwise rotation of edges around b respectively (possibly c − = c + ). Then the boundary walks of the faces incident to b contain the paths (c − , b, a) and (a, b, c + ). Since b is the apex of at most one reflex angle, we may assume that ∠c − ba or ∠abc + is convex; and so ab is part of a maximal convex walk of 2 or more edges. This walk is in either P 1 or P 2 .
(b) For every vertex v ∈ V , every angle ∠uvw formed by consecutive incident edges uv and vw is convex with the possible exception of one reflex angle (since the sum of these angles is 2π). Consequently, the walks (u, v, w) where ∠uvw < π are part of distinct convex chains in P 1 ∪ P 2 that induce a path or a cycle in the dual graph. Now consider two chains p 1 , p 2 ∈ P 1 ∪ P 2 , and two arbitrary edges e 1 and e 2 from them. Since G is connected, there is a path q = (q 0 , . . . , q t ) such that e 1 = q 0 q 1 and e 2 = q t−1 q t . Since every two consecutive edges of q are part of convex cycles in the same component of D, the chains p 1 and p 2 are also part of the same component of D.
The proof of Lemma 3 is provided in the Appendix. When we modify a given PSLG with edge insertion operations, we prove the following. Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected PSLG with |V | ≥ 3 and no three collinear vertices. Then G can be augmented to a 2-edge-connected PSLG G = (V, E ∪ E + ) such that E + ≤ 2 E , and this bound is the best possible.
Proof. We prove the upper bound constructively, augmenting a connected PSLG G = (V, E) incrementally into a 2-edge-connected PSLG G = (V, E ∪ E + ). Then decompose every convex walk in P of two or more edges into edge-disjoint convex walks of two or three edges. Let C be the set of all resulting convex paths of two or three edges (that is, we discard convex walks that consist of a singe edge and convex cycles of 3 edges). See Fig For each convex path p ∈ C, augment G with the edges of geod(p) (refer to Fig. 2 (c)), and denote by G the resulting graph. Note that G is 2-edge-connected since every edge in E is part of a cycle by Lemma 3(a): Each cycle is either a triangle in G, or a cycle p ∪ geod(p) for some p ∈ C; and every edge in E + is part of a cycle by construction.
Next, we derive an upper bound for E + . Every e ∈ E appears twice in the boundary walks of the faces of G, and so it appears in at most two convex paths in C. By definition, geod(p) ≤ p for every p ∈ C. Overall, we have Figure 3 : A PSLG G = (V, E) with three solid edges, where the augmentation to 2-edge-connectivity requires the addition of the dashed edges.
We now show a matching lower bound. For every ε > 0, let G ε be defined on four vertices p 1 = (0, 0), p 2 = (0, ε), p 3 = (1, 0), and p 4 = (1, ε) with edge set E = {p 1 p 2 , p 2 p 3 , p 3 p 4 }; refer to Figure 3 . Since p 1 and p 4 are leaves in G, and p 1 p 4 would cross p 2 p 3 , both p 1 p 3 and p 2 p 4 have to be added. We have lim ε→0 E + / E = 2, and the ratio E + / E ≤ 2 is the best possible.
We strengthen Theorem 1 to vertex-connectivity. Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E) be a connected PSLG with |V | ≥ 3 and no three collinear vertices. Then G can be augmented to a 2-connected PSLG G = (V, E ∪ E + ) such that E + ≤ 2 E , and this bound is the best possible.
Proof. We prove the upper bound constructively. Consider the convex walk in P 1 ∪ P 2 , defined above. We augment G into G = (V, E ∪ E + ) such that the vertex set of each convex walk in P 1 ∪ P 2 induces a 2-connected subgraph in G ; and every new edge in E + is part of one of these subgraphs. Note that this implies that G is 2-connected: By Lemma 3(a), every vertex is part of a 2-connected subgraph; if two 2-connected subgraphs share two vertices, then their union is 2-connected. By Lemma 3(b) the union of the subgraphs induced by the convex chains is 2-connected. In the remainder of the proof, we consider a single convex walks p ∈ P 1 ∪ P 2 . Case 1: p = (p 0 , . . . , p t ) ∈ P 1 . If the vertices p 0 , . . . , p t−1 are distinct, then p is a cycle, and all vertices of the walk are part of a 2-connected component. Otherwise p 1 = p t−1 . In this case, (p 1 , . . . , p t−1 ) forms a convex polygon, whose interior contains p 0 = p t but no other vertices. Consequently, t ≥ 4, and the only cut vertex along the walk is p 1 . Add the edge p 0 p 2 , where p 0 p 2 ≤ p 0 p 1 + p 1 p 2 ≤ p by the triangle inequality ( Fig. 4(a) ). As a result, the vertices of p induce a 2-connected subgraph. Case 2: p = (p 0 , . . . , p t ) ∈ P 2 . We decompose p into edge-disjoint walks recursively as follows. If geod(p) does not contain any interior vertex of p, then we are done. Otherwise, let H be the convex hull of {p 0 , . . . , p t } and let p = (p i , . . . , p j ) be the subchain along ∂H. By Lemma 1, the set of interior vertices of geod(p ) does not contain any vertex of p . Starting from p , successively append the edges of p proceeding p i or following p j while the path p maintains the property that p contains no interior vertices of geod(p ). Then recurse on any prefix or suffix path in p \ p . We obtain a decomposition of p into subpaths p such that p ∪ geod(p ) is a simple cycle (Fig. 4(b) ). By Lemma 2, any two such consecutive paths share two vertices. Consequently, the union of the cycles p ∪ geod(p ) is a 2-connected graph.
Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1, we have E + ≤ 2 E , and the same lower bound construction shows that this bound is the best possible.
Algorithms for Connectivity Augmentation from 1 to 2
Let F be a face of a PSLG G, and let W F = (p 0 , . . . , p n ), p 0 = p n be the (closed) facial walk of F . We define the graph G F = (V F , E F ), where V F is the set of vertices in W F and E F = {{p i , p i+1 } where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. Given a walk W s,t = (p s , . . . , p t ) contained in W F , a vertex v c is a cut vertex relative to W s,t if it appears more than once in W s,t . For every pair 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we introduce a weight function, corresponding to the feasibility of an edge p i p j . Let f (i, j) = p i p j if the line segment p i p j does not cross any edge in E F , lies in the face F and in the wedges ∠p i−1 p i p i+1 and ∠p j−1 p j p j+1 ; and let f (i, j) = ∞ otherwise. Note that two feasible edges, {p i , p j } and {p i , p j }, do not cross if their indices do not interleave (i.e., if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ i < j ≤ n).
We present a dynamic programming algorithm A that finds a set E + of edges of minimum total weight such that (V F , E F ∪ E + ) is a 2-connected PSLG. We call an optimal solution E OP T . Figure 5 : Examples of cases (ii) (iii) and (iv) of the dynamic programming.
Lemma 1. Every edge in E OP T lies in the face F . Indeed, suppose (V F , E F ∪ E + ) is a 2-connected PSLG and {p i , p j } ∈ E + is outside F . Then p i and p j are part of a simple cycle formed by some edges of G F , and
is also 2-connected, showing that E + is not optimal.
By Remark 1, each face of the input can be treated independently. If we insert an edge in face F , then it decomposes F into two faces F 1 and F 2 that can be considered independently. However, defining subproblems in terms of faces might generate an exponential number of subproblems. Instead we define our subproblems in term of continuous intervals of the facial walk of F .
We characterize an optimal solution E OP T for G F in terms of local properties of the subproblems W s,t . Let p c be a cut vertex with respect to a walk W s,t . The vertices between two consecutive occurrences of p c in W s,t are called descendants of p c . A non-descendant of p c in W i,j is a vertex in W F that is neither a descendant in W i,j nor equal to p c . The k-th group of descendants is the set of vertices between the k-th and (k + 1)-st occurrence of p c . A set E of feasible edges satisfies a group if there is a cycle in the graph G F = (V F ∪ E F ∪ E ) that contains a descendant in that group and a non-descendant of p c ; and E satisfies a cut vertex p c if it satisfies all of its groups. If (V F , E F ∪ E + ) is a 2-connected PSLG, then E + satisfies all cut vertex in W 1,n . Indeed, suppose E + does not satisfy a vertex p c , then the deletion of p c would disconnect one of its groups of descendants from the rest of G F , hence p c would be a cut vertex in (V F , E F ∪ E + ).
Let C[s, t], s ≤ t, be the minimum weight of an edge set E that satisfies all groups of all cut vertices relative to W s,t and such that {p i , p j } ∈ E , i, j ∈ {s, . . . , t} and (V F , E F ∪ E ) is a PSLG. Algorithm A uses the following recursive relation to compute subproblems C[s, t] and returns C [1, n] . (Fig. 5(a) ). In the latter, the edge {p s , p k } creates a cycle satisfying the group of descendants containing v k for every cut vertex in W c,k . It divides F into two faces: F 1 (resp., F 2 ) whose facial walk contains W s,k (resp., W k,t ). Every group that still needs to be satisfied is either in F 1 or F 2 . If E 1 (resp., E 2 ) is the set with minimum weight between vertices in W s,k (resp., W k,t ) that satisfies the groups of descendants in F 1 (resp., F 2 ), then E = E 1 ∪ E 2 ∪ {{s, k}}.
In case (iv), all non-descendants of p s in W s,t are in the set {p k+1 , . . . , p t }, where p k is the last occurrence of p s in W s,t . E must contain at least one edge in X in order to satisfy p s . Let {p i , p j } ∈ X be an edge that minimizes i, breaking ties by maximizing j. Then, every edge {p i , p j } ∈ E such that (p i , p j ) ∈ X is between vertices in W i,j . In particular, there exist no edge in E between a vertex in W s,i and W j,t . We can partition E into E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 such that they each contain only edges between vertices in W s,i , W i ,j , and W j ,t respectively, each of them being the minimum-weight set that satisfies the groups of descendants in their respective subproblems. The edges in E 1 , E 2 , E 3 cannot cross since they correspond to edge-disjoint walks in W F . Thus,
Let E be the edge set corresponding to C [1, n] . Since E satisfies all cut vertices in W 1,n , which corresponds to the cut vertices of G F , the graph (V F , E F ∪ E ) is 2-connected. Since E is a minimum-weight edge set that satisfies all groups of W 1,n by definition, we have E = E OP T . Running time. The feasible edge weights f (i, j) can be precomputed in O(n 2 ) time [5, 20] for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. There are O(n 2 ) subproblems, and each can be computed in O(n 2 ) time since it depends on O(n 2 ) smaller subproblems. Hence algorithm A takes O(n 4 ) time.
Theorem 3. For a connected PSLG (V, E), an edge set E + of minimum weight such that (V, E ∪ E + ) is 2-connected can be computed in O(|V | 4 ) time.
Proof. We identify the faces of (V, E) and run algorithm A in all faces. By Remark 1, the union of the optimal solutions for all faces is the optimal solution for G. Since the size of the union of all facial walks is O(|V |), algorithm A takes O(|V | 4 ) time.
Theorem 4. For a connected PSLG (V, E), an edge set E + of minimum weight such that (V, E ∪ E + ) is 2-edge-connected can be computed in O(|V | 4 ) time.
Proof. We modify algorithm A into algorithm B, which computes the set E + . Let an edge {p c , p c+1 } be a bridge relative to W s,t , s ≤ c < t, if it appears twice in W s,t (recall that an edge can only appear up to two times in a facial walk). Assume that {p c , p c+1 } and {p c , p c +1 } are the first and second occurrences. Call {p c+1 , . . . , p c } the descendants of {p c , p c+1 } in W s,t , and all other vertices non-descendants. Replace the recurrence relation as follows. (ii) If {p s , p s+1 } is not a bridge relative to W s,t , then
The proof of correctness and runtime analysis are similar to algorithm A.
Theorems 3 and 4 extend to any nonnegative weight function. In particular, a minimum cardinality edge set E + can also be computed in O(|V | 4 ) time.
5 Hardness of Connectivity Augmentation from 0 to 2 Theorem 5. Given a (disconnected) PSLG G = (V, E) and a positive integer k, deciding whether there exists an edge set E + such that E + ≤ k and (V, E ∪ E + ) is a 2-edge-connected PSLG is NP-hard.
Proof. We reduce from Planar-Monotone-3SAT, which is NP-complete [4] . An instance of this problem is given by a plane bipartite graph between n variables and m clauses such that the variables are embedded on the x-axis, no edge crosses the x-axis and every clause has degree 2 or 3. A clause is called positive if it is embedded on the upper half-plane and negative otherwise. Planar-Monotone-3SAT asks if there is an assignment from {true, false} to variables such that each positive (resp., negative) clause is adjacent to at least one true (resp., false) variable. Given such an instance we build a PSLG G = (V, E) as follows. We divide the reduction into variable, wire and clause gadgets. Variable gadget. A gadget of a variable adjacent to two positive and one negative clause is shown in Fig. 6(a) . The gray boxes and small disks represent 2-connected components and leaves respectively. Each leaf requires at least one edge for the augmentation and the closest node from each of them is 1 unit apart. A pair of leaves can possibly share an edge and the i-th gadget for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} has an even number of leaves t i , hence the gadget requires at least t i /2 length. There are exactly two possible ways to achieve this bound and they encode the true/false value of the variable. Fig. 6(a) can be generalized to other variables by repeating, omitting and changing the length and number of leaves of the component highlighted in the figure.
Wire gadget. The wire gadget that connects the i-th variable to the r-th clause, denoted as the (i, r)-wire, share the edge e i,r with the i-th variable gadget and its first leaf is called l i,r (Fig. 6(b) ). Turns, if needed, can be done as in Fig. 6(c) .
Clause gadget. The r-th clause gadget contains a special leaf called c r shown in red in Fig. 6(d) that is located at an odd distance L 1 from at most three leaves, say l i,r , l j,r , and l k,r . If the clause is incident to two variables, use the turn shown in Fig. 6(c) as a clause gadget, naming the upper left leaf c r . If the r-th clause is positive, we place all l i,r at an even distance from each other, which makes the position of c r always realizable. Use reflections through the x-axis for negative clauses. Let t i,r denote the number of leaves of the (i, r)-wire. We set
Assume that the Planar-Monotone-3SAT instance have a satisfying assignment. We build E + as follows. For each variable assigned false (resp., true) add the edges shown as dashed (resp., dotted) lines of Fig. 6(a) to E + . For each (i, r)-wire add to E + all dashed lines shown in Fig. 6(b) , (c) and the closest dashed line in Fig. 6(d) from the (i, r)-wire if the i-th variable is assigned false and the r-th clause is positive; or if the i-th variable is assigned true and the r-th clause is negative. Add the dotted lines otherwise. We obtain E + such that E + = k and the graph (V, E ∪ E + ) is 2-edge-connected.
Assume that there exists E + such that E + = k and the graph (V, E ∪E + ) is 2-edge-connected. We call (i, r)-leaves the set of all leaves in the (i, r)-wire and the two leaves in the clause gadget adjacent to it. Since the number of (i, r)-leaves is odd and the closest point from any such leaf is at least 1 unit away, the minimum length required to have at least an edge in E + incident to each leaf is t i,r /2 + 1. Since k is the sum of all such lower bounds, then: (i) the subset of E + that is incident to a (i, r)-leaf must have exactly t i,r /2 + 1 unit length edges; and (ii) the subset of E + that is incident to the i-th variable gadget must be either the set of dashed or dotted lines in Fig. 6(a) . Assume that E + contains the dotted lines in Fig. 6(a) in the i-th variable gadget. Then, for a positive clause r, E + must contain an edge between l i,r and a point in the maximal 2-connected component of G that contains e i,r , or else the bridge in G that connects such 2-connected component will remain a bridge in (V, E ∪ E + ). Therefore, all other (i, r)-leaves must be matched in order to satisfy (i). Since (V, E ∪ E + ) is 2-edge-connected, c r is connected to some other leaf. Then, if it is connected to a (i, r)-leaf, the i-th variable gadget uses the dotted edges (true). By applying the symmetric argument for negative clauses, all such clauses must be incident to a variable gadget using dashed edges (false). Then we have also a satisfying assignment for the Planar-Monotone-3SAT instance.
Corollary 1. Given a (disconnected) PSLG G = (V, E) and k > 0, finding a set E + such that
Proof. The same reduction used in the proof of Theorem 5 also works for 2-connectivity. Notice that the length required by leaves is the same and any E + , E + ≤ k, that augments G to 2-edgeconnected also achieves 2-connectivity.
Dynamic Plane Graphs
Theorem 6. Let G = (V, E) be a connected PSLG with |V | ≥ 3 and no three collinear vertices. Then there exists a sequence of edge insertion and deletion operations that transforms G into a planar straight-line cycle G = (V, E ) such that E ≤ 2 MST(V ) and that every intermediate graph is a connected planar straight-line graph of weight at most E + MST(V ) . These bounds are the best possible.
Proof. We prove the upper bound constructively. We construct and analyze the sequence of edge insertion and deletion operations in five phases described below.
Phase 1: From G to a tree. Let G 1 = (V, E 1 ) be an arbitrary spanning tree of G = (V, E). Successively delete the edges in E \ E 1 in an arbitrary order. The graph remains connected, and its edge length bounded by E 1 ≤ E .
Phase 2: From an arbitrary tree to a tree in the Delaunay triangulation. Triangulate G 1 arbitrarily, and denote the triangulation by T 1 .
Lawson [17] showed that every triangulation of a point set V can be transformed into the Delaunay triangulation of V , denoted DT (V ), through a sequence of edge flips. If an edge ab in a triangulation is adjacent to two triangles, ∆abc and ∆adb, where {a, b, c, d} is in convex position, then an edge flip replaces edge ab by a new edge cd, and produces a new triangulation on V . Lawson [18] also showed that there is a sequence of so-called Delaunay flips, where point d lies in the interior of the circumcircle of ∆(abc). The length of the flip sequence is O(n 2 ); this bound is the best possible [18, 13] , but finding the minimum length of flip-sequence between two triangulations is APX-Hard [21] .
Let T 1 , . . . , T m be a sequence of triangulations on V , where T m = DT (V ) and T i is obtained from T i−1 by an edge flip described above for i = 2, . . . , m. We now describe how to construct a sequence of spanning trees G 1 , . . . , G m , where G i is a spanning tree in the triangulation T i ; and G i is obtained from G i−1 by an edge insertion followed by an edge deletion (such that the intermediate graph is also a connected PSLG). Suppose that T i is obtained from T i−1 by an edge flip that replaces ab by cd. We distinguish two cases:
, where e ∈ {ac, bc, ad, bd} as described below.
Assume that ab ∈ E i−1 . Since edge ab violates the Delaunay Condition, point d lies in the interior of the circumcircle of ∆(abc). Consequently, acb + bda > π (equality would imply that a, b, c, and d are cocircular). Without loss of generality, assume acb > π/2, that is abc is an obtuse triangle. By the sine theorem, ab is the longest side of abc, and so max( ac , bc ) < ab .
The deletion of edge ab disconnects the spanning tree G i−1 into two trees in which a and b are in different components. Vertex c is in one of the two components. If c and a are in the same component, then c and b are in different components and G i := (V, E i−1 ∪ {bc} \ {ab}) is a spanning tree. Otherwise c and a are in different components, and G i := (V, E i−1 ∪ {ac} \ {ab}) is a spanning tree. Since the edge ab was replaced by a shorter edge, ac or bc, we have E i < E i−1 . Note also that the intermediate graph, (V, E i−1 ∪ {ac} \ {ab}) or (V, E i−1 ∪ {ac} \ {ab}), is connected and its length is bounded above by
Phase 3: From an arbitrary tree in the Delaunay triangulation to MST(V ). To transform G m into the MST(V ), we add the MST(V ) edges to G m one at a time as described below. It is well known that DT (V ) contains the Euclidean spanning tree MST(V ) of V as a subgraph. Let e be an edge in MST(V ) that is not in G m . Add e to G m creating a connected graph G m whose total weight is at most E m + e ≤ E m + MST(V ) . Since G m is a spanning tree, there exist exactly one cycle in G m and it contains e. Delete a longest edge of such cycle which results in a connected graph G i+1 that weighs at most E m . By repeating this procedure at most |V | times, we obtain G
Phase 4: From MST(V ) to a weakly simple polygon C. Given a graph G 0 = MST(V ), pick an arbitrary edge uv of the convex hull of V that is not present in G 0 . Let p be the unique path between u and v in G 0 , where uv ≤ p by the triangle inequality. Augment G 0 with the edge uv into a PSLG G 1 , and let C 1 be the planar straight-line cycle formed by uv and P .
We apply a sequence of edge insertion and deletions to G 1 . In each step i, we maintain a PSLG G i = (V, E i ), a weakly simple polygon C i = (V (C i ), E(C i )) whose edges are contained in G i , and an ordering among the multi-edges of C i (any multi-edge of C i is present as a single edge in G i ), such that all edges induced by V (C i ) are in E(C i ) and E(C i ) + E i \ E(C i ) ≤ 2 E 0 (where the weight of any multi-edges of C i are counted with multiplicity, all other edges in E i are counted once). The vertex set V (C i ) will grow monotonically until V (C i ) = V . Given G i and C i , we construct G i+1 and C i+1 as follows. Assume that V (C i ) = V . Since G i is connected, there is a vertex y in C i adjacent to some vertex outside of C i . In the counterclockwise order of edges incident to y there must exist at least two transitions between edges to vertices in V (C i ) and not in V (C i ), that is, a pair of consecutive edges xy and yz such that x ∈ V (C i ) and z / ∈ V (C i ),i.e., xy / ∈ V (C i ) and yz ∈ V (C i ). Since no three vertices are collinear, at least one of such pairs forms a convex walk (x , y, z ). Without loss of generality, assume that x ∈ V (C i ) and z / ∈ V (C i ). An example is shown in Fig. 7(left) . Construct C i+1 from C i by replacing edge x y with the path geod(x , y, z ) ∪ z y. Similarly, we construct G i+1 from G i by adding the geodesic path geod(x , y, z ) (if an edge of geod(x , y, z ) is already present in G i , we increment its multiplicity by one), and then deleting (one copy of) the edge x y, and any other edges that are induced by V (C i+1 ) but not present in E(C i+1 ).
By the triangle inequality we have geod(x , y, z ) ≤ x y + yz . We then have E(C i+1 ) + E i+1 \E(C i+1 ) ≤ E(C i ) + E i \E(C i ) , since we added geod(x , y, z ) and removed (one copy of) x y. Each step strictly increased the number of vertices in V (C i ). Consequently, Phase 4 executes at most |V | − 1 times and the resulting graph G k = (V, E k ) contains the weakly simple polygon C k E(C k ) ≤ 2 MST(V ) . Phase 5: From a weakly simple polygon C to a simple polygon P . Let C 0 be a weakly simple polygon on vertex set V (C 0 ) = V and edge multiset E(C 0 ). (Since no three vertices are collinear, no vertex lies in the relative interior of an edge). We construct a sequence of edge insertions and deletions that transform C 0 into a simple polygon on V , while monotonically decreasing the total edge length (counted with multiplicity) of intermediate weakly simple polygons C i until C i becomes Hamiltonian. This monotonicity ensures that the algorithm terminates.
We describe a generic step of the algorithm, where C i = (p 0 , . . . , p t ), p t = p 0 , is a weakly simple polygon with vertex set V (C i ) = V . If every vertex has multiplicity one, then C i is a simple polygon, and our algorithm is complete. Otherwise, let v ∈ V be a vertex of multiplicity two or higher. See Fig. 7 for examples. Since no three vertices are collinear, any two consecutive edges of C i define a convex and a concave angle ∠p j−1 p j p j+1 and ∠p j+1 p j p j−1 . Let j, 1 ≤ j ≤ t, be an index such that p j = v and min(∠p j−1 p j p j+1 , ∠p j+1 p j p j−1 ) is minimal. Construct C i+1 from C i by replacing the walk (p j−1 , p j , p j+1 ) with geod(p j−1 , p j , p j+1 ). The minimality of the angle guarantees that C i+1 is a weakly simply polygon, and the triangle inequality yields geod(p j−1 , p j , p j+1 ) < p j−1 p j + p j p j+1 , as required.
Optimality. We now show our lower bounds, proving that the upper bound 2 MST(V ) on the length of the output and E + MST(V ) on the length of all intermediate graphs are the best possible. For every ε > 0, let G ε = (V, E) be a graph with 4 vertices p 1 = (0, 0), p 2 = (0, ε), p 3 = (1, 0), and p 4 = (1, ε), and edge set E = {p 1 p 2 , p 2 p 3 , p 3 p 4 }; depicted in Figure 3 . We have E = √ 1 + ε 2 + 2ε. An MST of these four points is the path (p 1 , p 2 , p 4 , p 3 ), with MST(V ) = 1 + 2ε.
The graph G ε is a path, which is not 2-connected. No edge of G ε can be deleted without disconnecting the graph, and only p 1 p 3 or p 2 p 4 can be inserted without introducing crossings, each of which has length 1. Hence the length of the 2nd graph in the sequence leading to 2-connectivity is 1 + √ 1 + ε 2 + 2ε, which tends to E + MST(V ) when ε goes to 0. Every 2-connected graph G = (V, E ) contains at least two edges between {p 1 , p 2 } and {p 3 , p 4 }, and the length of any edge between these vertex sets is at least 1. If G contains exactly two edges between {p 1 , p 2 } and {p 3 , p 4 }, then it must contain the edges p 1 p 2 and p 3 p 4 . Consequently, every 2-connected graph G = (V, E ) satisfies E ≥ 2 + 2ε, and this bound is attained for the cycle (p 1 , p 2 , p 4 , p 3 ). We have lim ε→0 E / E ≥ 2, and the ratio E / E ≤ 2 is the best possible.
